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I got this for my 4-year old. He loved this book and wanted to keep doing more and more pages. He

finished the entire book in one weekend and was ready for another one. Most of the page are black

and white with the stickers being in color so it does make it a little more challenging to find since you

can't match up the color of the stickers to the colors of the objects. There were a few items that

were difficult to find and were a bit of a stretch. The book has all of the answers in the back so if you

do get stuck or want to check and make sure you got them all correctly you can. My son really

enjoyed this hidden pictures book and I would purchase different ones in the future.

our great nephew really loves Hidden Pictures in Highlights. These books also have stickers to mark

the pictures as you find them. Since he loves stickers, too, you can't get any better than this as a

gift. Purchased with two other editions. Arrived quickly and in perfect condition.

I ordered this for my almost 3 grandson. He did enjoy finding objects (often with lots of hints from an

adult) and putting the stickers where they belonged. It was a good way for us to interact and for him



to stretch his mind. However, the style of drawings is very inconsistent. Some were clearly and

simply drawn, making finding the objects a pleasure, others were unnecessarily fussy and even the

adults had trouble finding things. This would be more useful if drawings were consistent and the

books were leveled for different ages and abilities.

My son loves the hidden pictures in his magazines to this is a perfect fit. Price here is cheaper than

buying from Highlights and you don't have to 'subscribe' to a monthly payment. The puzzles are

easy enough for early elementary age to do on their own. Placing stickers on the found object is a

fun activity.

I love these books, but for some reason my 4-yr-old prefers the regular Hidden Pictures that comes

in her magazine every month. Maybe it's just because she's used to them and the smaller format. I

still like them!

Many fun hours filling out stickers and finding hidden pictures. I bought one for my husband and one

for grand children. They work on pages at the same time while Skyping. Next best thing to being

there since we are in Florida and they are in OH

Our great nephew really loves Hidden Pictures in Highlights. These books also have stickers to

mark the pictures as you find them. Since he loves stickers, too, you can't get any better than this as

a gift. Purchased with two other editions. Arrived quickly and in perfect condition.

These books are fun: for the children I share them with on my day at the library as Story Lady, and

for me. I'll soon be 69 years old and I use these wonderful puzzle books to exercise all the little cells

in my brain, to keep them healthy and active. What a great way to exercise my mind.Joyce Ingalls
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